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5G Commercial Rollouts Accelerates Globally
◼ By the end of September 2021, 182
network operators in 71 countries/regions
around
the
world
announced
commercialization
of
5G
services
(including fixed wireless access and
mobile services) .
◼ According to GSMA data, by the end of
September 2021,
5G subscribers
worldwide reached 549 million.
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China is Steadily Advancing 5G Network Construction
◼ By the end of September 2021, China has built the
world's largest 5G SA commercial network. China has
built approximately 1.16 million 5G base stations,
covering all prefecture-level cities and more than 95%
county areas in the country. The number of 5G users in
China reached 450 million.

◼ In the January-September period in 2021, shipments of
5G phones in China reached 183 million units,
accounting for 73.8% of mobile phone shipments during
the same period. The proportion of low-end and midrange 5G mobile phones is increasing. 5G mobile
phones below RMB 2,000 increased to 39% of total
shipments.

5G base stations construction in China (ten thousand)

5G network co-build and co-share
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Co-build and co-share one single
5G access network. Total
510,000 5G BSs by this August

Jointly invest in the construction
of 5G networks to create a
"network + content" ecosystem
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Policies to Promote Industry Application
China attaches great importance to the development of 5G applications
➢ Large scale deployment of 5G network
➢ Building up 5G-based application scenarios and industrial ecosystems
——"Outline of the Fourteenth Five-Year Plan for the National Economic and Social Development and the Long-Range Objectives Through the Year 2035"
released in March 2021

Multiple central government authorities supporting innovative 5G development
➢ " Accelerating 5G Development"

➢ "5G Application ‘Raising the Sail’ Action
Plan (2021-2023)"（2021.7）

➢ "5G+Industrial Internet" 512 Project
" 5G Implementation Plan in the Energy Field "

"5G + Medical and Health Application" Pilot Project
"5G + Smart Education" Pilot Project
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“Bloom Cup" Contest to Facilitate 5G Applications Blossom
◼ The “Bloom Cup” 5G application contest has been held for four consecutive years. The number of entries has exceeded
12,000 in 2021. The entries involve more than 10 fields such as industrial Internet, smart functional park, smart city,
information consumption, etc.
Distribution of 5G applications

5G + Cultural Tourism:
cloud performance

5G + Medical Care:
remote real-time consultation

5G + Industry:
machine vision

5G+ Mining:
unmanned operation
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China’s IMT-2030 (6G) Promotion Group Deploys 6G research
◼ In June, 2019, under the guidance of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology(MIIT) in China, the IMT2030(6G) Promotion Group was established and led by CAICT. It promotes the research of 6G and build an international
view exchange platform.
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Outputs from IMT-2030(6G) Promotion Group
◼ Two white paper and six technical reports

White paper
"6G Vision and Candidate
Technologies”

Technical report
“Extreme MIMO”

Technical report
“Integrated Sensing and
Communication”

Technical report
“Wireless AI”

IMT-2030(6G) Promotion Group 6G Seminar
September 16-17, 2021

White paper
“6G network architecture vision
and key technology outlook ”

Technical report
“Tera-Hertz (THz)
Communications”

Technical report
“Reconfigurable
Intelligent Surface (RIS)”

Technical report
“Network Security Vision”
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Preliminary Views on 6G Development
The Successful Commercial

Native AI Intelligence

Deployment of 5G Will Lay a

Plays a Pivotal Role in 6G

Solid Foundation for 6G

6G
Non-terrestrial Assist Terrestrial

Efficient Use of High-, Medium-,

Cellular Networks to Achieve

and Low-Frequency Bands to

Full 6G Coverage

Fulfill 6G Spectrum Needs
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Challenges of Developing 6G
Deepening international cooperation：strengthening the international cooperation to create

a healthy development environment for 6G.
Technology promotion: breakthroughs in basic theory and original innovation are needed.
Cross domain convergence further expands the research scope of communications.
Industrial capability: Higher requirements on chip and component performance, and
systematic innovation in material technology, device design, packaging and integration.
Industry ecosystem: Expansion on application fields will bring in upgraded complexity in
ecological construction.
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Suggestions to promote global 6G development
◼ First, respect the nature law of mobile communication evolution, and handle the
relationship between 5G commercialization and 6G research properly;
◼ Second, encourage the investigation on 6G vision and technology R&D based on
innovative breakthrough;
◼ Third, promote technology-based fair competition and protect a heathy international
development environment;
◼ Fourth, strengthen opening up and win-win cooperation to jointly advance the global
6G development.
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Thank you!
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